Pakket Nederland.
Een Nederlandse pakketzending mag maximaal 23 kg wegen. Afhankelijk van jouw aangeboden bezorgopties en de
wensen van jouw klant, zal een pakket binnen één werkdag geleverd worden.
Aanlever specificaties
Formaat

> 10 x 10 x 1 cm of < 100 x 70 x 58 cm

Gewicht

Maximaal 23 kg

Adressering

Grootste zijde van het pakket

Verpakking

Machinegeschikte verpakking

Inhoud

De inhoud is stevig gefixeerd in de verpakking, zodat het product niet heen en weer schuift

€ 2,95 extra

Formaat: < 175 x 78 x 58 cm en/of gewicht: 23 < > 30 kg

All you need to
know about cookies.

Let op! Indien het maximale gewicht (30 kg) overschreden wordt, dan wordt een pallettoeslag van € 70,- in rekening
gebracht voor Nederlandse zendingen.

Tarieven - Pakket Nederland.
Paketten per jaar

Tarief

0 – 249

€ 5,95*

250 – 499

€ 5,75*

500 – 999

€ 5,50*

1.000 – 2.499

€ 5,35*

2.500 – 4.999

€ 5,25*

5.000 +

Op aanvraag

Instellingen.
Standaard verzendinstellingen
Indien je grotendeels pakketten verstuurd
kun je deze als standaard instellen.
1.

Log in bij ‘MyParcel’.

2. Ga naar ‘instellingen’.
3.

Ga naar ‘pakketvoorkeuren’.

4.

Ga naar ‘standaard zending’.

5. Selecteer ‘pakket’.
6. Klik op ‘opslaan’.

*Tarieven zijn exclusief BTW
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Cookie Statement.
What are cookies?

New developments: follow this page.

When you visit the MyParcel website, we use cookies

We could change the texts on our websites at any time.

that we store on your computer, phone or tablet. Cook-

This applies to this cookie statement. We therefore avise

ies are small text files. We use the information contained

you to read this statement regularly.

in these files to identify you if, for example, you revisit
our website at a future date. The details we remember

What does MyParcel use cookies for?

include, for example, your login details and language

We use cookies for the following purposes:

settings. This enables us to assist you more quickly and
efficiently next time.

• Functional cookies: to make our website more
user-friendly.

In addition to cookies, there are other technologies we

• Analytical cookies: to analyse the use of our websites.

use that allow us to store and read information on your

• MyParcel recommendations: to give you personal

computer, tablet or mobile phone. One example of this
is local storage, which essentially works in the same way
as cookies. We will refer to this as ‘cookies’ for the sake
of convenience. We use different technologies to store

advice.
• Social media cookies: to share job openings or web
pages on social media.
• Advertising cookies: to place advertisements.

cookies, including JavaScript and tracking pixels.

Change your cookie settings here.

On this page, we explain what each of these types of
cookies does. We also provide a list of companies that

If you would rather not have us store information about

might store cookies on your computer, phone or tablet.

you and the settings on your devices, you can indicate

For some types of cookies that MyParcel uses, we use

this at the top of this page. NB: you need to delete any

other companies such as Google. In that case, we refer

cookies that are already on your computer, phone or

you to the website of the company in question, where

tablet yourself. We can’t do that for you. Instructions on

you can read how they can use the information.

how you can do this are provided below.
Please note: while we endeavour to update the list of

Deleting cookies.

these organisations as frequently as possible, cookies

If you want to delete your cookies, you need to do

may be used by a company not included in the list. In

so yourself. Go to your internet browser (e.g. Goog-

that case, we request that you contact our Customer

le Chrome, Internet Explorer or Safari). You can also

Service department, so we can update the list on this

change your settings to receive notifications when

page.

website cookies are being used. You can then decide
whether to give your consent each time. Please use
your browser’s ‘Help’ function for more information.
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1. Functional cookies: cookies to
ensure a user-friendly website

2. Analytical cookies: cookies for
website analysis

We use cookies to make our websites more user-friend-

We use cookies to analyse how visitors use our website.

ly. Your consent is not required for these cookies, as

This information enables us to improve our services,

the purpose of these cookies is to improve the perfor-

products and information. For example, we can see which

mance of the website. For example, we may use these

information has been viewed on the website or app and

cookies to store your login details and the purchases in

which issues our customers are calling our Customer Ser-

your shopping cart. In addition, we use these cookies to

vice department about. We will then improve this informa-

ensure that you do not always have to provide the same

tion on the website, so that it’s no longer necessary to call

information whenever you visit our website.

the Customer Service department regarding this issue.
Your consent is not required for these cookies, as the

Below is a list of systems we use to make our websites

purpose of these cookies is to improve the performance

more user-friendly. The following systems may be used to

of the website. We do not share the data we collect

place cookies during your visit:

through these cookies with other parties.

• Salesforce liveagent

We use these cookies to store the following information:

	MyParcel uses the Salesforce Live Agent chat function.
You can use it to chat with our Customer Service em-

• the amount of time you spend on our website;

ployees. Live Agent’s privacy statement explains how

• the type of device you are using, e.g. a computer,

they use the information.

phone or tablet;

• Google Tag Manager

• the advertisement(s) which directed you to our web-

	Google Tag Manager allows us to collect data that we
use for the purpose of statistical analysis.

site;
• the internet browser you use.

• WordPress
	With the cookies from WordPress we make sure that
our online store is working properly.

In addition, we may also test different designs of the
website or our app.

• Microsoft
	We use Microsoft cookies to allocate visits to our
website across various servers, so as to ensure that
our website remains available when there are large
numbers of visitors.
• Facebook Pixel
	Facebook Pixel’s cookies enable us to see which
content has been viewed on Facebook. Facebook’s
privacy statement explains how they use the information.
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3. MyParcel recommendations:
cookies to give you personal advice.
Below is a list of systems we use to analyse the use of

We use these cookies to keep track of how you use our

our websites. The following systems may be used to

websites. For example, we can give you personal advice

place cookies during your visit:

on our website, in our apps and by email. We only place
these cookies if you give us permission to do so.

• Adobe Analytics
	We use Adobe Analytics cookies to see how you

We may use cookies to personalise the content of our

use our website and app, which pages you view and

websites, apps and emails with information that suits

which links you click when visiting our site.

you. To do so, we look at the following information, for

• Google Analytics

example:

	Google Analytics cookies allow us to see which pages
you view and which links you click. Google Analytics is

• which pages you view on our website;

designed in such a way as to keep the data anonymous.

• what you search for on our website;

We do not use any other Google services in conjunction

• which products you view;

with Google Analytics cookies. Google’s Privacy State-

• which device you use to visit our website;

ment tells you how Google uses the information.

• which emails you read from us;

• Visual Website Optimizer

• where you click in our emails.

	If there is anything on our website or app we would
like to change, we often conduct a test first to meas-

To determine which information suits you, we create

ure whether the change actually does constitute an

different groups of users which are highly similar to each

improvement. Some of our visitors will then be shown

other – a process known as profiling. Business custom-

a modified version of the website. Visual Website

ers, for example, are interested in other products than

Optimizer’s cookies ensure that you view the same

consumers. This enables us to determine, for example,

version of the website each time.

which products suit your needs and interests and which

• Hotjar

questions you might like to ask us.

	Hotjar’s cookies allow us to anonymously record the
behaviour of visitors to our website, such as mouse

NB: if you do not give permission for us to place these

movements, scrolling and clicks.

cookies, you may still see offers from us. We have not

• Smartlook

based these offers on your behaviour. Below is a list

	Smartlook’s cookies allow us to anonymously record

of systems we use to give you personal advice. The

the behaviour of visitors to our website, such as

following systems may be used to place cookies during

mouse movements, scrolling and clicks.

your visit:

• NewRelic
	New Relic’s cookies enable us to measure and
improve the speed of our website.

• Innometrics
• Pardot
• Salesforce Marketing Cloud
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4. Social media cookies: cookies to
share job openings or web pages on
social media.

5. Advertising cookies: cookies to
place advertisements

If you would like to share a MyParcel web page or job

on our website. We use this information to post MyParcel

opening on social media, for example via Facebook,

advertisements relevant to your interests on other

WhatsApp, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn or Google, you

websites you visit. We work together with advertising

can do so by clicking the social media button on the

partners such as Google and Facebook for this purpose.

web page or next to the job opening. If you click the

Through these partners, we can also search for other

button, the various social networks will store cookies on

target demographics to whom our advertisements might

your computer, phone or tablet. This is why we only use

be of interest. The advertising partners can use advertis-

buttons if you give us permission to do so.

ing cookies to track the other websites you are visiting.

We use these cookies to view which pages you visited

We only place these cookies if you give us permission
These cookies enable these social networks to see

to do so.

what you are doing on the internet. The types of cookies
placed by these social networks and how long cookies

We measure how many people click on our advertise-

are stored depends on the social network you are using.

ments and how many of them purchase our product or

MyParcel has no influence on this.

apply for a job. This is how advertising cookies help us
to improve our digital marketing.

We recommend that you read the privacy statements of
Facebook, Google, LinkedIn and Twitter:

NB: if you do not give permission for us to place these

• Facebook

cookies, you may still see offers from us. We have not

• Google

based these offers on your behaviour.

• LinkedIn
• Twitter

Below is a list of companies for which we might place
advertising cookies. In addition, we might place advertising cookies from companies not yet included on this
list.
• DoubleClick (van Google)
• Google Adwords
• Google Dynamic Retargeting
• TradeDoubler
• TradeTracker
• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitter
For more information which data these companies process about you, please read their privacy statements.
Privacy statements are subject to regular updates.
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